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ATTENDANCE UP AT
ARTEXPO NEW YORK
OVER 2021

CHOOSING THE
RIGHT INSTALLATION
HARDWARE

The 45th annual Artexpo
New York, held April 7 to
10 in Manhattan, brought in
more than 18,000 attendees
over a four-day showcase
of artists and galleries representing 14 countries
around the world. Page 16.

When it comes to 2D
works, the choice of installation hardware is crucial
to successfully get a piece
on the wall and the key is
to use hardware that is appropriate for the location of
installation, size and structure. Page 22.

THOUGHTS AND TIPS
FOR FRAMING DIPLOMAS
Graduation season is
coming up soon, and
whether it’s virtual or if
graduates walk the stage,
there are diplomas to be
framed. Even if a customer
graduated years ago, current graduations may serve
as a reminder that they
need to get their diploma
framed. Page 25.

FINDING OPERATIONAL
AND STRATEGIC
BALANCE
Gallery Fuel’s Katherine
Hébert discusses how important it is for business
owners to find a proper
balance in the duties of
handling a gallery between
operational and strategic
management. Go to page
26 for details.

Art Focus Fine Art & Framing Hamilton, MT.

OPTIMISM FELT AS CUSTOM
FRAMING DELAYS CONTINUE
Supply chain disruptions have become a way of life for the
custom framing community of late, but as news of recovery
trickles in, manufacturers and distributers have found ways
to keep business moving and accomodate their customers.
This has not been an easy feat as the sheer amount of
issues causing the shortages, delays and price increases
have added up over the past two years. The main factor driving prices higher worldwide weakest link” has never been
has been that the demand more evident. For some in
for goods has outpaced sup- the framing industry, compaplies due to shortages of nies that rely on products
basic materials, labor disrup- and manufacturing overseas
tion, production and delivery are experiencing some of
shortages. The proverb, “a the worst problems. Currently,
continued on page 10
chain is only as strong as its

Click on advertisers’
Web addresses
throughout the issue.

QUOTE OF THE MONTH:
“We have seen improvement at
times, and we’ve seen a regression
as well. Suppliers are dealing with
the same challenges that we are
and reacting to events around the
globe as best they can.”
Josh Eichner, page 12
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Optimism As Framing Attendance Up At
Delays Continue
Artexpo New York

Choosing the Right
Installation Hardware

Supply chain disruptions have
become a way of life for the
framing community of late, but
as news of recovery trickles in,
manufacturers and distributers
have found ways to accomodate their customers.

The 45th annual Artexpo New
York, held April 7 to 10 in
Manhattan, brought in more
than 18,000 attendees over a
four-day showcase of artists
and galleries representing 14
countries around the world.

When it comes to 2D works,
the choice of installation hardware is crucial to successfully
get a piece on the wall and the
key is to use hardware that is
appropriate for the location of
installation, size and structure.
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Finding Operational
& Strategic Balance

New Framing
Products

What’s Hot in
Open Editions

Katherine Hébert discusses
how important it is for business owners to find a proper
balance in the duties of managing the gallery between
operational and strategic
management.

In this month’s Focus on
Framing, new custom framing
releases are highlighted from
various companies with new
moulding collections, line additions and extensions, new
acrylic sizes and catalogs.

This month’s What’s Hot in
Open Editions features a variety of the latest best selling
open edition prints, some
available as print-on-demand
images, and it includes contact information as well.
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Page 36

CLASSIFIEDS
Page 37
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Shown is Samir
Sammoun’s “Peace,” an
oil on canvas measuring
36 by 24 inches created
to raise funds for UNICEF.
Visit Samir Sammoun Fine
Art at: www.sammoun.com.
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IN OUR OPINION
THE MORTAR
IS STARTING
TO SET
rick-and-mortar retail
may
be
getting
stronger. At least that
is the inference of a research
report on the domestic retail
landscape conducted by
mega bank, UBS. Now, as the
pall of Covid is starting to slip
away, a fresh look at the
economy is starting to reveal
the infancy of some interesting trends.

B

MALLS To no one’s great
surprise, malls are the most
struggling facet of the retail
sector. Currently, there is approximately 58 square feet of
mall shopping center space
per household in the country.
That’s a 6.5% drop from 2010
yet still above the 55 per
square foot level of 2000.
And, with over 80,000 retail
closures expected over the
next five years, the footprint of
malls in the minds of consumers will continue to shrink.
Coupled with to impact of online shopping, the previous dy-

namic of “mall shopping” will
continue to slacken.
OPENINGS All is not
lost, even with elevated closer
rates, the news for 2022
seems bright. To date, tracking data January to April 1
counts 1,385 announced retail
closings for the periods. A tall
number in and of itself, yet
when balanced against 3,694
new openings for the same
period, there seems to be
some positive news for local
shoppers. Driving the growth
is discounters and formerly
online merchants morphing
into shop owners.
Collectively, these findings suggest that the
traditional locations of art
galleries and frameshops are
well positioned for the future.
Sure, there are micro-economic issues that effect
the degree of desirability for
individual locations, but
overall, the brick-and-mortar
address on Main Street is
holding up just fine.
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ARTISTS & PUBLISHERS
World Art Presents Soderman Work
World Art Group,
located in Richmond,
VA, presents the open
edition photographic
work of Tania Soderman. The artist is the
owner of Sonoma
Chicks, a small rescue
and hobby farm, located in Sonoma, CA,
where she also creates photography with
a nostalgia of country
living. Soderman uses
profits from her work
to help fund the
rescue. The images
are available in various “Book IV-Earl (Rooster)” by Tania
mediums and at vari- Soderman is available as an open
ous price points. For edition giclée measuring 16 by
further information, 20 inches and retailing for $40.
telephone World Art
Group at (804) 213-0600 or go to: www.theworldartgroup.com.

aux gallery Raises Funds for Ukraine

“Exist” by Casey Baugh is an oil on linen (60 by 40 inches).

aux gallery, Brooklyn, NY, presents a group show titled,
“Conflict” in which 25% of the price will be donated to charities benefiting the people of Ukraine, such as UNICEF. The
show features a selection of original work by Jean Pierre Arboleda, Casey Baugh, Zofia Bogus, Miles Johnston, Brad
Kunkle, J. Louis, Alex Merritt, Adam Riches, Mark Tennant,
Martin Wittfooth and Diego Zelaya. For further information,
call (917) 214-3763 or visit: www.auxgallery.com.

Painting of Ukrainian Teacher Created

Arcadia Contemporary Debuts Flint

Los Angeles-based
artist, historian and
educator Zhenya Gershman painted a
portrait of Ukrainian
teacher Elena Kurilo, injured during a Russian
missile strike on
Chuguev in March. The
painting will be offered
by Heritage Auctions
to benefit the Ukrainian
Red Cross Society’s
humanitarian relief efforts and is based on
photojournalist Wolfgang Schwan’s original
photograph. One hun- “First Face of War: Intimate Portrait
dred percent of the of Ukrainian Teacher” by Zhenya
proceeds of the oil on Gershman is an oil on linen.
linen painting will be
donated. Visit the artist’s website at: www.zhenyagershman.com.

New York, NYbased Arcadia
Contemporary,
was the setting
of the New
York debut solo
show for painter
Alex Russell Flint
and presented
his new oil on
canvas work.
Flint, the greatgrandson of
the Scottish “Catch” by Alex Russell Flint is an oil on
artist and illus- canvas measuring 36 by 28 1⁄2 inches.
trator,
Sir
William Russell Flint; creates images of strong, alluring
females, placed in intriguing situations or simply posed
portraits presenting a balance between classical portraiture
and contemporary cinema. For further information, telephone
(646) 861-3941, or go to the gallery’s website located at:
www.arcadiacontemporary.com.
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MADISON GALLERY
PRESENTS DONALD
MARTINY RETROSPECTIVE

SOLANA BEACH, CA—
Madison Gallery presents
“Time Space Existence,”
a retrospective of Donald
Martiny’s important works
dating from 2013 to the present. The show is being held
in honor of artist’s inclusion
in the “Personal Structures”
Exhibition at the 59th Venice
Biennale, the international
contemporary art exhibition
held between April and November 2022 in Venice Italy.
Many of the pieces of art in
Madison Gallery’s event were
included in Martiny’s first
major solo exhibition, “Freeing the Gesture” at the Fort
Wayne Museum of Art, and
were available for private
acquisition for the first time.
The artist’s work features
monochromatic painting in
a “contemporary reductive
movement that has advanced
the concerns and broadened
the interests of the classic
Minimalists of the 1960s
and of the much earlier
Suprematists, who openly
sought the ‘death of painting’
with their monochromatic
efforts.” Martiny belongs to
a family of painters, including
Kazimir Malevich, Alexander
Rodchenko, Ad Reinhardt,
Barnett Newman, Frank
Stella and Olivier Mossett.
For further information,
phone Madison Gallery at
(858) 523-9155, or visit
the website located at:
www.madisongalleries.com.
PAGE 10

FRAMING DELAYS/SHORTAGES CONTINUE
continued from page 1
China is being affected by a
government-ordered “zero
Covid” policy that has all but
halted manufacturing and port
operations. But, there are
signs of improvement, bringing a sense of possibility that
those weak links are gaining
momentum. For example,
General Motors (GM) forecasts that it would be able to
build 25% to 30% more automobiles this
year than last
year based on
an improvement in its
first quarter.

with challenges but none
this big,” Mr. Gareri says.
“Just as office employees
were working from home,
similarly, sawmill workers
were stuck at home. And you
can’t mill saw from your spare
bedroom. At the height of the
pandemic, and all the accompanying uncertainty, we saw
the biggest supply chain disruptions in North America
since World War II.”

Tony Gareri,
CEO of Roma
Moulding in
Woodbridge, Framerica is located in Yaphank, NY.
Ontario, says
Roma Moulding has been
that there is optimism to be
found. “While the pandemic conducting livestreamed Allhas surely put a dent in just Hands Meetings which Mr.
about everything in our world, Gareri describes as “part
there are some silver linings town hall, part showcase, part
from an otherwise terrible party.” Held three times a
thing,” he says. “People are year, the company shuts
spending
more time in
their homes
and becoming
more intentional about
their
living
spaces, which
has sparked
what will be Framing Fabrics is located in Los Angeles.
coined
the
home improvement boom of down for two hours so that
the early 2020s. Since then, the internal team, various
we’ve seen explosive growth, suppliers, vendors and cusbut we’ve also met a great tomers can participate live,
many
challenges—supply in-person or online. The
chain problems chief among Meetings are a forum for
Mr. Gareri and his leadership
them.”
team to deliver companyWhile the DIY boom was wide updates, progress, ancaused by the pandemic, so nouncements, and news. This
have the unconventional de- has become a great way to
lays that have cropped up. learn about the needs of cus“Under normal circumstances, tomers and keep them up-tosuch a boom would still come date on supply delays and

shortages. “We have been
ultra-focused on supply chain
since early 2021 and we’ve
discussed it at length in All
Hands Meetings (specifically,
meetings 30, 31, 32 and 34
all available at www.roma
moulding.com). The supply
chain problems became immediately evident to us, perhaps even more quickly than
others because our products
are 100% manufactured in
Italy,
which
was one of the
first countries
to be heavily hit
and shut down
by the pandemic,”
he
says. “Twentyfour months
later and the
supply chain is
still broken,
very fragmented, unstable
and often erratic from a
sourcing standpoint, a quality
standpoint and a cost standpoint. We’ve seen some improvements, but we still have
a long way to go.”
B e i n g
proactive has
allowed them
to deal with
the
challenges. “Our
churn cycles
were longer
than the average before the
pandemic and they’ve gotten
even longer. One of the
things that has always differentiated us in the industry is
that we’ve always kept eight
to nine months’ worth of
stock on the floor. As we saw
things begin to close, we immediately moved that eightto nine-month threshold to 12
to 14 months and we continue
to do so which is one of our
continued on page 12
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GALATEA FINE ART’S
FUNDRAISER,
ART FOR UKRAINE

BOSTON—Galatea Fine Art
has helped raise $1,700 as of
press time for their fundraiser,
ART for UKRAINE. The event
is being held on the online
platform, Artsy and features
various pieces of art for sale
from gallery artists with 100%
of the profits going to the International Rescue Committee to benefit the people of
Ukraine. Inspired by the collection, participating artist Jen
Okumura writes, “Let our degrees of hope and peace become legitimizing solidarity
banners for Ukraine and ‘anyone’ who suffers in any corner
of the world. A sense of unity
reassures us that the world is
a pleasant place underneath
human complication. All profits are going toward Ukrainian
relief.” Some of the artists
whose work is included in the
show are Clare Asch, Agusta
Ingibjorg Agustsson, Randa
Fotowat, Robin MacDonaldFoley, Yvonne Troxell
Lamothe, Vicki Kocher Paret,
James C. Varnum, Deniz
Ozan-George, just to name a
few. Shown above is Marjorie
Kaye’s “Primal Alternative
Dimensional Universe” a
gouache on panel measuring
8 by 10 inches. To view the
work: www.artsy.net/show/
galatea-fine-art-in-solidarity.
Call (617) 542-1500 or visit:
www.galateafineart.com.
PAGE 12

FRAMING DELAYS
continued from page 10

around it from transportation
to labor.”

most effective tools to mitigate these challenges and
create a buffer. We’ve also
ramped up our communication flows and increased
transparency internally and
externally to maintain a higher
level of awareness.”

Josh Eichner, executive
vice president of Framerica,
Yaphank, NY, says that, while
improvement has been occurring, it has been hit or miss.
“We have seen improvement
at times, and we’ve seen a regression at times as well,” he

customers. We have also
began sourcing from regions
and suppliers that we had not
previously considered. No
one is pleased with rising
costs, but I think the overall
marketplace understands this
predicament and is sharing
in it on some level. The
biggest concern seems to
be labor shortages, most especially in certain
parts of the country.
Rising transportation costs are a
close second.”

Mr. Gareri says
that all of these
changes
have
helped to keep
business moving.
“Internally, this has
Framerica’s
allowed us to move
customers
have
product more easadapted as well.
ily between our
“There have been
four North Ameritimes where the
can
distribution
market will take anycenters to ensure Roma Moulding is located in Woodbridge, Ontario.
thing available and
high customer satperhaps that has
isfaction rates and customer says. “Suppliers are dealing given a boost to historically
experience. It also helps keep with the same challenges that slower movers, but the real
the sales team in the loop we are and reacting to events boom in demand is for the top
with frequent pulse updates around the globe as best they designs.”
and status updates. For our can. We are bullish on the
partners, we adapted our overall supply chain though
For Larry P. Neuberg,
website to give our cus- and do expect significant im- president of Neuberg & Neutomers more insight into provement in the second half berg Importers Group, Inc. in
stock levels, prodLos Angeles, makuct on hand and
ers of Framing Fabwhen new shiprics custom handments are exwrapped mats, and
pected.”
liners, delays at the
ports have had the
The issue of
greatest impact on
most concern to
acquiring materials,
Roma’s customers
even two years on.
has been when
they can receive
“Supply
chain
the product that Michelangelo Moulding is located in Quebec, Canada. continues to be
they need. “ETAs
our biggest chalare the thing I hear asked of the year, albeit with inflated lenge,” he says. “If it is
about the most,” he says. costs. The good news is that from Europe and by air freight
“As product is moving at the demand continues to be it is very manageable, but if
it is by ocean the delays
speed of light and demand is strong.”
are much longer. If it is from
through the roof, quantities
Thinking outside the box Asia, both the air freight and
see-saw wildly even from
week to week so a constant has lead to more opportunity. ocean freight issues are the
flow of communication has “We have experimented with biggest challenge as it is the
been critical. Freight contin- more accessible raw materi- most unpredictable. My adues to be another challenge. als and have had positive re- vice is to always have your
Simple economics prevails. sults,” Mr. Eichner says. “In outstanding balances paid to
As demand grows and supply the future, we hope to expand maximize speed and service.
shrinks, the costs go through offerings so that we have
continued on page 14
the roof as does everything many more options for our
ART WORLD NEWS
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MACPHERSON’S
ACQUIRES FINE ART
CANVAS BRAND,
FREDRIX
SUWANEE, GA—
MacPherson’s, provider of
art and creative materials and
services, has acquired the
FREDRIX brand of canvas
products from Tara Materials.
Founded in 1868, FREDRIX
is the oldest canvas brand
in the United States and is
among the top three canvas
brands relied upon by artists
throughout North America.
With this acquisition,
MacPherson’s now owns two
canvas brands and distributes
the top three: AA Canvas,
FREDRIX, and Masterpiece
Artist Canvas. This acquisition
follows a series of strategic
moves by MacPherson’s to
achieve the goal of expanding
its product portfolio, services
and operational capabilities.
“FREDRIX is an undisputed
pioneer in providing premium
canvas for all types of creative endeavors,” says Dave
Schofield, president and
CEO, MacPherson’s. “We
are extremely excited to add
FREDRIX to our portfolio of
world class exclusive brands,
continuing our strategy to
provide the best and broadest
array of products to the industry. We look forward to continuing the brand’s legacy as a
leader in our industry while
ensuring it continues to
evolve to meet the demands
of our customers—and most
importantly their customers
—for decades to come.”
Founded in 1906, MacPherson’s is a provider of art and
creative materials and services in North America. The
company’s portfolio of over
50,000 fine art and creativity
products features premium
quality, value and on-trend
brands appealing to creative
people of all levels and ages.
Phone (800) 289-9800 or go
to: www.macphersonart.com.
PAGE 14

FRAMING DELAYS
continued from page 12

Also worth mentioning is
that both freight air and ocean
are out of control, so we
almost never see the same
pricing twice.”

are seeing some improvement, more so in finding
space on vessels,” he says.
“But we are realistic after
having had suppliers shipping
only 50% of what they
were doing two years ago.
We feel it will take more
than a year to catch up
to where we once were, preCovid-19.”

the situation will not likely improve in a timely manner.”
Obtaining inventory is the
main goal says Ms. Liao.
“In this uncertain environment, it has become very
hard to have inventory control. Our ocean carriers
have advised us to bring in
as many inventory items as
possible and not to wait
because tomorrow may be
worse than today.”

Experts have said that it
will take a while before real
improvements take effect.
As back orders continue to
Mr. Neuberg agrees that
recovery will continue to be accumulate, Mr. Galazzo
a long-term goal. “We are says that custom framers
adapting and increasing in- have been flexible. “Due to
Price and supply have
ventory positions when pos- the worldwide shortage of been the biggest struggles for
sible because at every order wood we have copied lots of most framing companies.
we are seeing unforeseen in- our moulding lines into poly “Both of these things are uncreases. I give a lot of credit as it was easier to obtain. We avoidable in 2022,” Ms. Liao
to the customer for being are not yet seeing the end of says. “Prices are going up
flexible
and
every step of the
passing along
way from cost of
the increases,”
material to cost of
he says. “Iniimport. Unstable
tially we experisupply chains and
enced
push
skipped vessel
back but with
schedules have
proper messagbecome
the
ing our team of
norm.”
customer service representaRoma Mouldtives were able
ing’s Mr. Gareri
to explain that
says that while recovery will conthe consumer Ten Plus Company is located in Santa Fe Springs, CA.
tinue to be slow
will pay and absorb the new increases. De- this craziness and the im- going, there is encouraging
mand is still good in spite of provement is coming very signs and one must be
slowly. Unfortunately, I’m not ready. “It’s hard to build
the inflation.”
sure we will see price a shelter in the middle of a
While many moulding com- returning anywhere close to thunderstorm. It’s possible, of
panies say that wood is what they were before the course, but it’s extremely
difficult. It will cost more, take
the hardest raw material to pandemic.”
longer, be of lesser quality
come by, for Framing Fabrics,
Jane Liao, office manager and you’ll likely suffer more
it has been natural fiber
linens and silks. “I always of Ten Plus Company in losses. But, it’s important
encourage a positive outlook Santa Fe Springs, CA, says for business leaders and
and would advise others to that since most of their entrepreneurs to build when
do the same. As a business products come from over- the sun is shining. That’s
leader, I live by one rule, take seas, delays and shortages when you invest in your
care of your employees and continue to be a concern. foundations. That’s when
they will take care of your “Most of our products are you invest in your people.
imported from Asia and are That’s when you invest in
business.”
delivered into ports in Califor- improving your infrastructure
Charles Galazzo, co-owner nia—still some of the most and prepare for whatever
with his brother Denis of congested in the world. Now lies ahead.”
Montreal-based Michelangelo that China has closed a few
Moulding, says that after two major ports and Los Angeles’
rough years, signs of improve- port’s have an impending Koleen Kaffan is Editor in
ment are being seen. “We contract with longshoremen, Chief of Art World News.
ART WORLD NEWS
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LARSON-JUHL PRESENTS
SPENCER II LINE

NORCROSS, GA—
Larson-Juhl introduces the
Spencer II line of moulding.
Based on the success of
the company’s best-selling
Spencer Collection, the line
extension offers modern
styling and more design
options. Spencer II features
a white washed, rustic edge
combined with soft leafed
faces in a selection of proven
profiles plus two new profiles,
a fillet and a bevel. For more
information, call (800) 4385031 or go to the website at:
www.larsonjuhl.com.
D COLABELLA FINE ART
GALLERY OPENS IN
RIDGEFIELD, CT
RIDGEFIELD, CT—Art
dealer, artist and gallerist
Dee Dee Perrone Colabella
has opened D Colabella
Fine Art Gallery representing
an assortment of works from
established artists from
every corner of the U.S.,
Canada and Russia. The
opening reception featured
paintings and prints from
celebrated Westport, CT,
artist, Claudia Mengel.
Colabella is also the owner
and director of the RPAC
Gallery and RPAC Art Center
and Academy based in
Ridgefield. For further information, telephone (203)
273-7455 or visit the gallery’s
website located at: www.
dcolabellafineart.com.
PAGE 16

ATTENDANCE UP AT ARTEXPO NEW YORK
The 45th annual Artexpo
New York, held April 7 to 10
at Pier 36 in Manhattan,
brought in more than 18,000
attendees over a four day
showcase of artists and galleries representing 14 countries around the world. The
2022 attendance was more
than twice the number of the
show held in Fall 2021. This
year’s fair hosted some 150
exhibiting galleries, art publishers and artists and featured the work of over 1,000
artists, in mediums such as
prints, paintings, drawings,
sculptures, photography, ceramics, giclées, lithographs
and glass works.

war-torn country,” Ms. Mariano said. “He created a 24by 36-inch oil on canvas
painting in his signature
artistic
style,
entitled

cessful show and that 11
paintings were sold in total:
six to a gallery, three to past
collectors and two to new
collectors. “Artexpo New
York was a success for
Samir once again,” she said.
“We had 55 paintings on
display at our booth, many
of which were part of the
artist’s new collection. This
New York show has been
one of the pillars of Sammoun’s career as it was his
first big exhibition he participated in back in 1996.”
Litsa Spanos, owner,
president and consultant of
Cincinnati, OH-based ADC
Fine Art, said that they sold
26 pieces of art out of the
48 on display and took in
three large commissions
during the show. “While
there wasn’t a specific
trade-only day, we met designers and gallery owners—mostly on the first day
of the show—who came in
from the city, as well
as other areas in the
New York region. We
were in a great location across from the
café and near other
galleries from across
the country, so we had
a constant flow of people coming in.”

This year’s show was in a Artist Samir Sammoun is
new location to previous pictured with his benefit
years. “With the demise and painting, “Peace.”
closure of Piers 92 and 94,
Pier 36 on New York’s lower ‘Peace,’ depicting a special
east side, has become the wheat field with a blue sky,
city’s new art and culture using the colors of the
event location,” said Linda Ukrainian flag. It was sold to
Mariano, managing director a New York based foundaof marketing for the
show’s producer Redwood Art Group.
“Pier 36 is convenient
and in walking distance from the trendy
Seaport area. It’s a
great venue with upgraded infrastructure
that exhibitors and attendees alike appreciate and enjoy.”
Ms. Spanos said
that Artexpo New
Redwood Art Group’s 45th Artexpo New
Alongside the ex- York was held at its new location, Pier 36. York is still an imporhibitors were various
tant show for ADC.
noteworthy events that took tion and Sammoun will be “Although it rained heavily
place during the show, such donating 100% of the at Thursday night’s opening,
as a fundraising painting cre- proceeds of this painting we had a great turnout and
ated by Samir Sammoun to to UNICEF, an organization sold 12 pieces immediately.
benefit children affected by that is offering life-saving One thing we also enjoyed
the war in Ukraine. “From support for children in was seeing existing clients
his personal experience as a Ukraine. The painting sold and meeting new collectors
child fleeing war in Lebanon, for $15,750.”
who were excited to be
artist Samir Sammoun imthere,” she said. “There was
Caroline Ciot, operations a nice variety of artwork from
mediately thought of the
children of Ukraine as they manager of Sammoun Fine
become refugees from their Art, said that they had a succontinued on page 18
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ROMA MOULDING OFFERS
ORGANIC COLLECTION

WOODBRIDGE, ONTARIO—
Roma Moulding’s Organic
Collection features the
beauty of nature with three
new warm tones on three
modern profiles. This Scandinavian-inspired collection
reflects the appeal of natural
woods. For further information, call (800) 263-2322 or go
to: www.romamoulding.com.
FRAMERICA HIRES
NEW HR DIRECTOR

YAPHANK, NY—Larissa
Zuclich has joined Framerica’s human resources department as its director.
“Larissa has been a terrific
addition to the Framerica family,” says Josh Eichner, executive vice president. “She has
already made an impressive,
tangible difference in a very
short time.” Call (800) 3726422, www.framerica.com.
PAGE 18

ARTEXPO NEW YORK
continued from page 16

with Spotlight Program,
which is a focused look at
several cutting-edge galsculptures to paintings
leries and artists chosen
throughout the show and we
by the Redwood Art Group
saw a lot of red dots
selection committee.
in our booth, as well
The six recipients seas the other galleries
lected for 2022, inaround us.” ADC Fine
cluded Will Schmahl
Art’s booth featured
from Works By Will,
art by Marissa White,
Erick Picardo from
Mike Elsas, Ken
Picardo Colors, John
Rausch, Doug Powell
Dowling from John
and Terri Halman.
Dowling Fine Art,
Jeremiah Heller, curaArtist Mary Johntor from End-to-End
ston of Mary JohnGallery, Gregory Bedston Studio, Carmel, ADC Fine Art owner, Litsa Spanos, right, is ford from Bedford
IN, has done Artexpo shown with collectors and their purchase.
Fine Art and George &
for nine years and said
Mikheil Mikaberidze
that she was able to do busi- other days it felt dead and from George & Mikheil
ness with members of the discouraging. It’s harder for Family Art.
trade at this year’s
show. “I made sales,
The Art Labs series
more to the trade than
featured projects by
retail,” she said.
leading galleries, art
institutions and art
“I was hoping retail
collectives within the
sales would have
fair. Other programs
been better for me,
included Meet the
but I did pick up a few
Artists
and
Live
new clients, as well as
Demonstrations, prea few who were dealsenting an interactive
ers that have bought
experience allowing
art from me before. I Annette Back, second from the left, of
attendees to get upsold a large group of Annette Back Fine Art is pictured in her
close-and-personal
art to an art consulting booth with attendees, from left, Stacey
with the artists and
firm that was new to Natal, Susan MacMurdy and Ari Oshinsky. Art Talks, conversame. I thought the
tions with pioneers
show was a good solid emerging artists to feel seen from the arts industry on
event. It was still not as well or discovered.”
a variety of themes. The Art
attended as the 2019
Talks 2022 series
show, but it’s a good
included Turning Texpath forward that will
tiles in to Art, Origins
hopefully grow as
of Inspiration, Storythings get better.”
telling Through Art,
From
Warhol
to
Artist Annette Back
Banksy–A History of
of Annette Back Fine
Pop Art, Two Dynamic
Art, Brooklyn, NY,
Women Artists and
brought 15 pieces of
Inherently Imperfect.
art and sold two paintings and three prints.
Artexpo New York
Her artwork is geo- Mary Johnston Studio’s booth featured oil 2023 is slated for
metrically
infused, on stretched canvas and wood panels.
March 30 to April 2,
mixed media, contem2023. For further inporary art, mixed media porThe [SOLO] section of formation, telephone (216)
traits and modern, bold, the show highlighted estab- 225-0962 or visit the show’s
figurative imagery. “This is lished and independent website located at: www.
my second time exhibiting at emerging artists, together artexponewyork.com.
Artexpo New York, the first
time being 2019,” she said.
“It was not as successful as
I hoped, for me. Most people came on Sunday, the
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INSTALLATION TIPS
CHOOSING THE RIGHT INSTALL HARDWARE
by Kelly Bennett,
people don’t realize that they
founder of Art Pro Net
only allow for one hanging
When it comes to 2D works, point at the top of the work.
your choice of installation Works can easily swing, lift
hardware is crucial to suc- off and fall from these hangcessfully get a piece on
the wall. Sadly, many
people make the wrong
choices because there
are poorly engineered
hardware options readily
available. There are
sawtooth hangers that
are too shallow, hanging
wires that stretch and
sway and all sorts of
gimmicks that are advertised as the easy installation solution. The key
is to use hardware that
secures your work and
is appropriate for the
location of installation,
size and structure.
Cleats used in custom framing can
be made of wood or metal.

Finding the
Right Hardware
Most hardware and hanging options that you find in
stores are produced and installed on works for two reasons. The first is that they
are cheap to produce and
attach to works. Unfortunately, this also means that
they fail which can lead to a
major catastrophe.
Second, these methods
are considered by many as
an easier way to install and
hang. For example, a sawtooth hanger allows the installer to move a piece back
and forth to level it out. Most
PAGE 22

ers, plus they are usually
very shallow in their attachment to the frame and can
fall off with fatigue. The most
common mistake made regarding framing hardware
might surprise you, and that
is picture wire. Wires often
stretch, break and cause
swinging that can scratch
your walls or damage the
piece. I’ve had so many wires
fail that I stopped using them
altogether.
When choosing hardware
it is important to find solutions
that secure the work and minimize movement. Depending
on the location of your installation your choice will have

different goals and needs.
One of the most user-friendly
types of hardware is the
D-ring. They are easy to purchase and install. Depending
on the size and weight of
the work you can get multiple
screw attachment scenarios
and sizes. The key to getting
D-rings to work for you is
to take your time positioning
them equally on both sides of
the work. They spread a load

the more secure the work
is going to be. Multiple points
of installation should be a
benchmark and french cleats
are another fantastic option
for installing 2D works on a
wall. These can be made from
wood or metal, but if you
don’t have a table saw handy,
I recommend Z-bar cleats.
They allow for easy leveling
and the spreading of a large
amount of weight over a wide
surface area.

There are a
few tricks to
using cleats to
help make installation easier. The
first tip is to
break up your
cleat length into
short sections.
This is especially
true in the case
of a wooden
cleat.
Longer
wooden cleats
can often warp,
causing
your
piece to not fit
snugly against
the wall. Use
shorter lengths
D-rings are one of the most user-friendly
of cleats, and
ways to secure artwork in installation.
your piece locks
of larger works so that the firmly into the receiving side.
capacity is not concentrated
in one spot on your wall.
My second tip, is to mark
the sides and bottom of the
final position of the edges of
Multiple Points
the piece before you hang it.
of Installation
You can do this with pencil
lines or blue tape on the wall
The more points of contact
you have on an installation,
continued on page 24
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INSTALLATION TIPS
continued from page 22

that will be visible once the
work is hung. It can be hard to
see behind the object
once it is on the wall. If you
have the edges marked
you can tell when your piece
is exactly where it is supposed to be and the cleat
is engaged fully. Cleats are
a great option for large works
or grids of pieces where
everything needs to be
perfectly lined up.

Security
Hardware and
Security
Concerns
My last recommendation
for installing frames is security
hardware and a must-have for

bit of finesse to use successfully but is a great option for
long-term public installations.
Securing the work is not
just about the weight and
movement of the piece. It
also means keeping it safe
from theft and vandalism.
To wrap up, the gimmicks
and art storage solutions
you will find easily at your
local hardware store put
your artworks in peril. It
doesn’t matter if you are
hanging work in a corporate
lobby or over your own
headboard, you should be
confident that it will stay on
the wall. Substandard hardware can open the door to
terrible results. Also, if you
are unsure about what to
get and how to install it
then reach out to a professional. Hiring an experienced
art installer can save you

Multiple points of installation
should be a benchmark and
french cleats are another
fantastic option for installing
2D works on a wall.

areas that have security concerns. If your hardware is visible, make sure and cover the
screw heads with a small
sticker to hide the type and
layout of the security screw
bit orientations. While they
are uncommon they are still
available for anyone to purchase online. Hiding the
method of securing a piece
is as important as securing
it. You can also get hidden
security hardware that attaches to the back of the
work and requires a special
wrench to install. It takes a
PAGE 24

the headaches and heartaches of something stubbornly refusing to stay where
you put it.

Kelly Bennett founded Art Pro
Net to help strengthen art
professionals’ community by
broadening awareness and
creating a way for clients and
contractors to connect. Art
Pro Net offers a wide range
and scale of services to support all levels of a project. Call
(713) 291-4878 for details, or
go to: www.artpronet.com.
ART WORLD NEWS
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CUSTOM FRAMING IDEAS
THOUGHTS AND TIPS FOR FRAMING DIPLOMAS
Graduation season is coming
up soon, and whether it’s virtual or if graduates walk the
stage, there are diplomas to
be framed. Even if your customer graduated years ago
(and given custom framing
demographics, odds are she
is a college graduate) current
graduations may serve as a
reminder that she needs to
get her diploma framed.
Diplomas are different
from other artwork we frame
for two reasons. First, it is the
most expensive thing most
people are ever likely to
frame. Second, most of them
are rather dull. That’s not an
insult; there is just so much
you can do with cream paper
and black printing. With those
things in mind, here are some
tips for framing diplomas,
from a design standpoint and
a technical standpoint.

Design:
• Most customers want a
classic look for their diplomas. Classic doesn’t have to
mean boring though. Liven up
traditional finishes with interesting profiles. Even a “basic
black” finish is more interesting with some detailing or undertones in its finish.
• School colors are a popular choice in matting, but
some color combinations can
be distracting on what is basically black-and-white art.
Present a more neutral top
mat with school colors as the
smaller accents, or ruled lines
ART WORLD NEWS

or marbled paper panels.
They will certainly age better.
• Consider your customer’s degree. A lawyer or
accountant is likely to want a
classic design. An architect
may be attracted to very simple, clean lines. If your customer has a degree in a
creative field, he or she may

With these criteria, many different frame and mat combinations can be used that all
coordinate, and future frames
can easily be designed to fit in.

Framing:

• Framing a tassel along
with a diploma is a popular
option,
but
keeping them
under control
can be a challenge. Optium
M u s e u m
Acrylic not only
offers 99% UV
protection with
virtually
no
reflections, it
holds
less
static
than
even glass. It’s
a great way to
avoid wayward
strands.
Above is an example of Tru Vue’s
• If the
Conservation Clear on a framed diploma.
diploma
is
be open to more creative, printed on parchment it may
less traditional designs. Don’t come with instructions for
wet mounting. Ignore them.
hold back.
• If your customer is a pro- The process is permanent
fessional such as a doctor or and high-risk. Mount the
lawyer, there may be certifi- diploma with edge strips, a
cations that go along with the platform mount or your fadiploma, and new ones are vorite non-invasive, non-peradded with new qualifications. manent mounting method.
Matching the framing years And no matter how you
later can be a challenge as mount them, avoid heat!
mats and mouldings are dis• Real parchment is rarely
continued. Instead of match- used for diplomas, and it can
ing
everything
exactly, be difficult to tell the differsuggest a theme. For in- ence between it and some
stance, wood with red tones, paper. Parchment will have a
cream or white mats to match slightly oily or waxy feel, and
the paper and a black accent. will show small pores when

held up to a bright light.
• Avoid dry mounting diplomas. The pressure in the
press can crush embossed
seals, and signatures or
additions to the diploma such
as a cum laude designation
may be applied with a thermal
process, and will be damaged
by heat.
• Dark mats, especially in
fabric, can be a rich and dramatic choice for diplomas, but
they can enhance reflections
under glass. Museum Glass
is the perfect choice to allow
the best display of your
customer’s
hard-earned
diploma with no distracting reflections.
Even if you don’t have a
lot of graduates walking in
through your doors, you
can still reach them if you
promote diploma framing as
a gift idea. A gift certificate
is a great present from a
proud parent or grandparent,
so be sure to promote them
on your website, through
social media and in your
store.

Tru Vue’s line of premium
glass products are intended
to bring a new level of
protection to framed items
and a level of clarity never
seen before. For further
information about True Vue’s
glass and acrylic options, call
Tru Vue, located in McCook,
IL, at (800) 621-8339 or go
to the company’s website at:
www.tru-vue.com.
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BUSINESS TECHNIQUES
FINDING OPERATIONAL & STRATEGIC BALANCE
by Katherine Hébert
In your job of gallery management, much of your day
requires you to spend time
with collectors and artists,
hang exhibitions, pack sold
pieces for shipping, update
your website and e-commerce sites, and maintain
social media. I’m sure that is
not all you do on a given day
either. Like many of my
Gallery Fuel clients, you
might feel like you don’t
have a proper balance in
your duties managing the
gallery between operational
and strategic management.
Let’s look at the difference.

even multitask some of
your duties. Sometimes
these kinds of tasks feel
easier than strategic ones.
As a result, it’s too easy
sometimes to get lost in
them and always stay very
busy but not developing
the business to be stronger
and nimbler.

future direction of the business.
Strategic art gallery
business decisions include
things like:
• developing or editing
your gallery program, business model, artist roster,
• create staff positions

Identifying
New
Opportunity
Let’s talk about how to
find a nice balance in art
gallery management responsibilities, so you can get
more done with less stress.

Operational
Gallery
Management
Operational management
of the gallery involves all the
day-to-day tasks that include things like:
• sales and marketing implementation
• client and artist communications
• bookkeeping
• scheduling repairs
• hanging shows, etc.
Effective gallery operational management usually
needs constant tweaking to
improve efficiency, quality
control and client satisfaction.
Managing art gallery operations takes a lot of time
every week, and you might
PAGE 26

you do in your gallery: the
day-to-day tasks, but are
you devoting enough time
on your gallery business?
How much strategic time
each day, week and month
do you work on your business’ growth and long-term
development?

Strategic
Management
There is often less time
devoted to strategic gallery
management. This requires
understanding all of the
competitive and market
forces in your corner of the
art world. Strategic gallery
management also means
grasping what the gallery’s
strengths and weaknesses
are and how they shape the

The gallery sector has an
unconscious tendency to
stick with what they know
best, often the everyday
tasks. These are just
enough to keep your business running. Still, if you
focus your efforts only on
operational management,
your art gallery business will
eventually get outflanked by
competitors.
• create comprehensive
sales and marketing plans
• consider expansion opportunities, etc.
Strategic annual gallery
business plans should be
created to be flexible to
adapt to change when necessary and keep you motivated and focused on your
goals.
There are the things that

I also hear from many
clients that they have a vision for their gallery business but are unsure how to
get there in the best way.
That could leave you feeling
burnt-out, frustrated and
stagnant.
Working on the equally
important business developcontinued on page 27
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BUSINESS TECHNIQUES
continued from page 26

ment tasks as part of strategic management can feel
uncomfortable—I totally get
that and have thought that
myself at times. But, ignoring these areas can put you
out of business, especially
in this current art market
when things are evolving at
warp speeds and collector
expectations are expanding
every year.

A New Way to
Approach Time
Management
Positive change might
come down to your ability
as a gallery leader to rededicate yourself to your business’ growth. But first, you
need to find balance in
your time management. In
doing so, you will make
room for more strategic
thinking about running the
gallery business.
In the process, you may
also inspire your artists,
staff and art collectors to
play a more active role in
your gallery. Success will
depend on committing to
the necessary tasks and
giving yourself the time to
do them.
Here are some suggestions on how to get started
in finding the right balance
for more effective art gallery
management.
• An excellent place to
start is to identify the dayto-day, operational tasks
that you spend the most
time on every week, which
may be holding you back
from working on more
strategic projects. Determine how frequently they
really need to be done.
ART WORLD NEWS

Can some similar tasks be
batched together to make
the process easier? For example, Marketing Monday,
Finance Friday, etc.
• Batching similar tasks
is a clever trick to help
you stay in the best,
most focused mindset.
Give it a try to see you
complete them faster and
more efficiently.
• Look for ways these
tasks can be completed
more efficiently with better
tech. New software and
tools are constantly coming
out—Check Gallery Fuel’s

business.
Be
specific
and break these strategic
tasks into categories: marketing, finance, artist development, sales, etc. Then
prioritize them and schedule
reoccurring days and blocks
of time to work on those
tasks.
Another trick that people
often use is to keep their
calendar and to-do lists together. This way, you can
clearly see how to schedule
time for focused work.
Having a written annual

Having a written annual
plan comes in handy as well.
It’s nice to get all your goals and
ideas out of your head and written
down where you can refer back
to it if you even lose focus
and need to regroup.
Alternative Fuel page, where
I list some of my favorites
(www.galleryfuel.com).
• Consider if delegating
particular tasks could free
up time for you and what opportunities that newfound
time provides.
The next logical step is to
outline the tasks crucial to
your gallery’s future growth
and are not receiving your
focused attention. Here is
where we get into making
more time and balance for
strategic gallery management.
Think about the goals and
aspirations you have for the
gallery 3 to 5 years from
today. How will you get
there? Through strategic
management of the gallery

plan comes in handy as well.
It’s nice to get all your goals
and ideas out of your head
and written down where you
can refer back to it if you
even lose focus and need to
regroup. I put a template together in a spreadsheet if
you want to use it to plan
and schedule operational
and strategic tasks and
workflows. Now you have
some clarity about allocating
your time to find a better
balance between operational and strategic gallery
management.

Develop Time
Management
Skills
Are you constantly being
pulled away from a task to

assist an untrained gallery
employee? Do you know
who much time you
actually spend on emails,
client phone calls, chatty
vendors or staff, or scrolling
social media? Be honest.
Do you find that you
spend too much time on
things that don’t significantly impact your gallery’s
progress towards your
goals in the grand scheme
of things?
Try a few of these
techniques to help you
build better time management skills.
• Delegate as much as
you can. If you don’t have
staff capable of taking
tasks off your shoulders,
train them. If staff is
stretched thin, use outside
help in contractors or virtual
assistance.
• Don’t overbook yourself with too many appointments or try to participate
in too many art fairs. Learn
to say no.
• Commit to one hour a
day for strategic work (Yep,
every day)
• Write out workflows
or steps involved in repetitive tasks, such as creating
the gallery newsletter,
preparing for a fair or
following up on sales
leads. The exercise of
writing out each step (in
an ideal world) can often
enable you to see ways
to make those processes
more efficient. These tasks
outlined in writing also
make it easier to delegate
to someone else and maintain quality.
• Use downtime productively (reading Gallery
Fuel, taking online courses,
even cleaning out your
inbox)
continued on page 32
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NEW FRAMING PRODUCTS
Terracotta, A Framerica Exclusive

Framerica, Yaphank, NY, presents Terracotta, a line with a
visually textured “baked earth” finish in a traditional potterysalmon color. A Framerica exclusive, Terracotta works well
with photographs whether they are black-and-white or color
because of its classic tone and detail. For more information,
call (800) 372-6422 or visit: www.framerica.com.

Gemini’s Acrylic Framed Mirrors
Gemini Builds It!,
Elgin, IL, offers
acrylic-framed mirrors that can be custom designed with a
wide variety of colors, sizes, and finishes. The mirrors
can also be personalized with laseretched
patterns,
wording,
custom
printed artwork or
logos. For more information, call (847)
844-4000 or visit the
company’s website
located at: www.
geminibuildsit.com.

VariGuard’s Conservation Smartglass

Larson-Juhl Presents the Kanso Line

Larson-Juhl, Norcross, GA, introduces Kanso, featuring three
profiles and five on-trend finishes, with durable modern veneers that provide end-to-end finish consistency in a modern
aesthetic. Call (800) 438-5031 or go to: www.larsonjuhl.com.
PAGE 28

VariGuard SmartGlass Inc., Woodbury, NY, and its strategic
partner ArtRatio, work together to create unique, protective
displays for collectors and museums around the world.
Shown is an inclined table, made from solid beechwood,
fabricated by ArtRatio and integrating VariGuard’s conservation SmartGlass. To learn more about ArtRatio, visit:
www.artratio.co.uk. For further information from VariGuard,
call (516) 847-5330 or visit: www.variguard.com.
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Studio Moulding Presents Chalet

Studio Moulding, Carson, CA, presents the Chalet Collection featuring one profile in five finishes that are applied directly to the wood. The natural color tones enhance the
wood grain playing on trends in popular furniture, home
décor and interior design. The angle pulls the eye into the
subject with a spacious 1 1/4-inch rabbet. For more details,
call (800) 262-4174 or go to: www.studiomoulding.com.

Ten Plus Presents New Ready Frames
Ten Plus Inc.,
located in Santa
Fe Springs, CA,
introduces the
readymade
frame TP-722,
now available in
gold. The line
now consists of
TP-722 G, TP722 S, TP-722
WHG and TP722 W. Sizes include 8 by 10,
16 by 20, 20 by
24, and 24 by
36 inches. For
further information, telephone (562) 404-0088 or visit the company’s website
located at: www.tenplusframes.com.

Framing Fabrics’ Sample Book

Nielsen & Bainbridge Debuts Hygge

Nielsen & Bainbridge, Bridgeview, IL, offers the Hygge collection
by Nurre Caxton. Inspired by Scandinavian design, the line has
real wood veneers, clean lines and a neutral palette. Crafted by
European artisans, Hygge has a medium wood grain with a
satiny touch and is available in three profiles and five natural colors. Call (847) 537-3400 or visit: www.nielsenbainbridge.com.
ART WORLD NEWS

Framing Fabrics from Neuberg & Neuberg Importers Group
Inc., Los Angeles, offers the 2022 Designer Edition Fabric
Sample Book. Containing more than 300 swatches of specially selected fabrics including silk, linen, suedes and more,
the book costs $75. Everything is in stock and available with
a no minimum order quantity. In addition Fabric Corner Samples can be purchased individually or in sets. For more details,
call (800) 832-2742 or go to: www.framingfabrics.com.
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NEW FRAMING PRODUCTS
Omega Moulding Debuts Xavier

Omega Moulding, Bellport, NY, introduces the Xavier collection of eight mouldings. Made in Italy, it features four metallic
finishes of gold, silver, pewter and dark pewter. The pitted and
rubbed surface of the metal finish lends textural and tonal
complexity to modern, industrial and urban art, photography,
vintage lithography and more. For more details, call (800) 2896634, or go to the website at: www.omegamoulding.com.

Roma Presents the Lavo Collection

Roma Moulding, Woodbridge, Ontario, presents the Lavo Collection, a fusion of old-world design with modern finishes. The
collection features traditional profiles adorned with nine brilliantly bright rainbow colored high-gloss lacquers. The nontoxic, masterfully carved and finished mouldings are created
by master artisans in Italy. Phone (800) 263-2322 for further
information, or visit Roma Moulding’s website located at:
www.romamoulding.com.

Michelangelo Moulding Adds 331

Smaller Optium Museum Acrylic
Tru Vue, McCook, IL,
offers various sizes,
including small sizes,
of Optium Museum
Acrylic. The virtually
invisible acrylic is
also available in four
smaller, single-sheet
sizes starting from 16
by 20 inches up to 32
by 40 inches. Smaller
sizes offer more framing choices at affordable price points to
fulfill growing demand
from the framing and
design communities.
Call (800) 621-8339
for details, or visit the
company’s website located at: www.tru-vue.com.
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Michelangelo Moulding, Champlain, NY, has expanded its
shadowbox assortment, adding the 331. Featuring seven finishes: gold leaf, silver leaf, black, white, bronze, grey/brown
and charcoal, the 331 is wood and measures 7/8 of an inch by
a full 2 3/4 inches. For more details, phone (877) 422-8812 or
go to the website at: www.michelangelomoulding.com.
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BUSINESS TECHNIQUES
continued from page 27

• Try a new tool for time
management, such as app
blockers or time trackers.
Sometimes turning tools
off is helpful, like your
email and phone. There
are so many tools coming
out all the time designed
to help you focus and manage time.
• Batch tasks, such as
creating all your social
media posts for the month
in one sitting. Use automation to schedule newsletters
and other emails.
• Pick a new professional
skill that would make you
better in any area of your
job and master it.
• Evaluate your internal
processes to determine
more efficient ways to accomplish them.
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It’s hard to balance operational gallery management
obligations and growing and
developing your art gallery
without excellent strategic
management. Small busi-

your gallery can’t grow. You
will not be able to serve
your artists, staff or art collectors very well either. It
is easy to get caught up
in the daily rhythm and lose

It’s hard to balance operational
gallery management obligations
and growing and developing
your art gallery without excellent
strategic management.
nesses need to look to the
future continually. This requires working on the company as well as in it daily.
Running an art gallery is no
different.
If you don’t have balance,

sight of where the business
is going.
Make a real commitment
to managing your time with
a balance of both operational and strategic gallery
management. You will be

successful in growing your
gallery for the future.
And hey, you might find
you fall in love with your job
all over again.

Columnist Katherine Hébert
specializes in art gallery
business sales and marketing strategies, as well as
the founder of Gallery
Fuel, a subscription-based
service that helps fine
art galleries be more
competitive in today’s art
market. Gallery Fuel is
dedicated to helping fine
art dealers and galleries
in small- to mid-sized markets grow and improve
their businesses. To learn
more about Gallery Fuel
and what it has to offer,
go to the company’s website
at: www.galleryfuel.com.
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WHAT’S HOT IN OPEN EDITIONS
Pink Sentimental
Reasons
“Pink Sentimental Reasons” by Patricia Pinto measures 24 by 24 inches and
retails for $25. For more details, phone
SunDance Graphics, in Orlando, FL, at
(800) 617-5532 or go to the company’s
website: www.sdgraphics.com.

Here are the
best selling prints
from some of the
leading open edition
publishers.
Sunset Wildfire

Abstract Pastel Palm
“Abstract Pastel Palm” by Kristen Drew
is available as POD in various sizes and
on paper and canvas. For more details,
phone C Brand Studios, located in San
Diego, at (858) 554-0102 or visit the
website: www.cbrandstudios.com.

C40

“Sunset Wildfire” by Celebrate Life Gallery
measures 36 by 24 inches. The retail price
is $225 on stretched canvas. Call Canadian
Art Prints and Winn Devon Art Group Inc. in
Richmond, BC, Canada, at (800) 663-1166,
or visit: www.capandwinndevon.com.

Moon River Lady

“C40” by Ben Schneider measures 36
by 36 inches and retails for $60. For
more information, call Third & Wall Art
Group, located in Seattle, at (877) 3263925 or visit the company’s website at:
www.thirdandwall.com.

Neutral Coast II
“Neutral Coast II” by June Erica
Vess measures 28 by 20 inches
and the retails for $95. Telephone
World Art Group, located in
Richmond, VA, at (804) 213-0600
for further information, or go to
the company’s website at: www.
theworldartgroup.com.
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“Moon River Lady” by Paula Belle Flores
measures 24 by 24 inches and retails for
$36 on standard paper. Available on multiple substrates and multiple sizes. Call
Image Conscious, San Francisco, at (800)
532-2333, www.imageconscious.com.
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Color Plane 2
“Color Plane 2” by Helen Wells is
available as a POD on multiple substrates and in multiple sizes. Price
available upon request. For further
information, phone Studio EL, located
in Emeryville, CA, at (800) 228-0928
or go to the company’s website at:
www.studioel.com.

Here are the
best selling prints
from some of the
leading open edition
publishers.
Sugar Hydrangea

Conglomerate I
“Conglomerate I” by PI Studio is
available in custom sizes. A 30 by
36 inches on paper retails for $162
and 30 by 36 inches on canvas retails for $216. Call PI Creative Art,
Toronto, at (800) 363-2787 or visit:
www.picreativeart.com.

Young & Crazy
“Young & Crazy” by Jaxn Blvd. measures 12 by 12 inches and retails for
$12. Also available as large format giclée prints. Call Penny Lane Publishing, New Carlisle, Ohio, at (800)
273-5263 or go to the website at:
www.pennylanefineart.com.

“Sugar Hydrangea” by Irene Weisz measures 40 by 40 inches and retails for $40.
Phone Galaxy of Graphics in East Rutherford,
NJ, at (888) 464-7500 or go to the website
located at: www.galaxyofgraphics.com.

Spring Grasses II

2022 NCAA National Champions-Kansas Jayhawks
“2022 NCAA
National Champions-Kansas
Jayhawks” by
Christopher
Gjevre has an
image that measures 40 by 13 1/2 inches ($40). Call Blakeway Worldwide Panoramas Inc.,
Minneapolis, MN, for details at (800) 334-7266 or visit: www.panoramas.com.
ART WORLD NEWS

“Spring Grasses II” by Avery Tillmon measures 36 by 24 inches. The retail price is from
$33 to $209 on various substrates and in various sizes. For further information, call Wild
Apple in Woodstock, VT, at (800) 7568359 or go to: www.wildapple.com.
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OPEN EDITION PRINTS
SunDance Graphics

“Peaceful
Cabana Poolside”
by
Lanie Loreth
Image Size:
20” x 16”
$18

Image Conscious

“Sunflowers 1”
by
Richard Silver
Image Size:
36” x 24”
$52 on paper
Image is available to resize and print on paper, canvas,
cotton rag paper, acrylic, metal, and wood.

800.617.5532
www.sdgraphics.com www.sundancegraphics.com

Studio
EL

Image
Conscious

“Rosebuds 1”
by Blacklock Studios
Image size: 24” x 24”
Available as POD
in multiple sizes
and substrates.

“Predicated 1”
by Bronwyn Baker
Image Size:
24” x 24”
$36 on paper

800.228.0928
www.studioel.com
E-MAIL: customerservice@studioel.com

4090 Halleck Street, Emeryville, CA 94608

800.532.2333
www.imageconscious.com

Haddad’s
Fine Arts Inc.

“Trust the Journey”
by
Katie Doucette

“Repose”
by E. Jarvis
Image Size: 26” x 26”
Also available as
a custom size giclée.

5165 South 900 East,
Murray, UT 84117
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Image is available to
resize and print on paper,
canvas, cotton rag paper,
acrylic, metal, and wood.

Sagebrush
Fine Art Inc.

Image Size:
16” x 20”
$22

800.643.7243

800.532.2333
www.imageconscious.com

www.sagebrushfineart.com

800.942.3323
Fax: 714.996.4153

www.haddadsfinearts.com
E-MAIL: cfskeen@haddadsfinearts.com
3855 E. Mira Loma Ave., Anaheim, CA 92806
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CLASSIFIEDS
SERVICES

Not Technically Inclined or
Just Don’t Have the Time?
Industry veteran with over 40 years experience will help you build
a simple magnetic website, develop an effective marketing strategy,
and PRODUCE SALES for art galleries and frame shops
• Low cost and effective website
• Individual consulting and
• Clear instructions to get started
guidance
• Get free local promotion with
• Combined brick-and-mortar
Google
and digital marketing strategies
• Simple Facebook page
(brick-and-click)

Call Richard for a free 1-hour consultation at (805) 701-0397.

INVENTORY LIQUIDATION
Over 6,000
expertly crafted
maritime prints
ready for fast
volume sale.

View the entire collection at
WWW.MARITIMEPRINTS.COM

860 399 6922

Professional
COST
EFFECTIVE CREATIVE

CATALOGUE PUBLISHING

Wellspring Communications, Inc.,
parent company of Art World News,
presents its Custom Book Publishing di
vision to offer the trade a complete
line of editorial, design, and printing
options to create elegant hard
and softbound catalogues and books.

ArtCustom
World
News
Book Publishing
PHONE: 203.854.8566
e-mail: jwhaffey@aol.com
www.artworldnews.com
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COMPANY LISTING

PHONE
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PHONE
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American Fine Art Inc. ..................................................20, 21

Pease Pedestals ................................................................32

www.warhol.me

www.peasepedestals.com

800.466.8276

847.901.4440

Art Handler Network ..........................................................23

POD Exchange ....................................................................6

www.arthandlernetwork.com

www.podexchange.com

Bittan Fine Art Inc. ............................................................15

Road Show Company ........................................................31

www.bittanfineart.com

www.roadshowcompany.com

866.219.9161

888.406.2858

305.458.3000

Easy Leaf Products ............................................................24

Sagebrush Fine Art ............................................................36

www.easyleafproducts.com

www.sagebrushfineart.com

800.569.5323

800.643.7243

Framerica ....................................................................1, 40

Shima Shanti ......................................................................9

www.framerica.com

www.shimashanti.com

800.372.6422

619.920.1954

Haddad’s Fine Arts Inc. ......................................................36

Studio EL ..........................................................................36

www.haddadsfinearts.com

www.studioel.com

800.942.3323

800.228.0928

Image Conscious ..............................................................36

SunDance Graphics ..........................................................36

www.imageconscious.com

www.sundancegraphics.com

800.532.2333

800.617.5532

MAC Art ........................................................................2, 3

Ten Plus Inc. ........................................................................4

www.macfineart.com

www.tenplusframes.com

954.990.5420

888.944.8899

Mark Shapiro Fine Art ........................................................17

Tru Vue Inc. ........................................................................7

www.markshapirofineart.com

www.tru-vue.com

203.257.5881

800.621.8339

Max Art Productions LLC ....................................................37

Wall Moulding ..................................................................13

www.maxartpro.com

www.wallmoulding.com

702.478.3305

800.880.9315

Michelangelo Moulding ......................................................33

Wild Apple ......................................................................39

www.michelangelomoulding.com

www.wildapple.com

877.422.8812

800.756.8359

Park West Gallery..............................................................31

Yu Zhang ....................................................................11, 19

www.parkwestgallery.com

www.miraclismzhang.com

800.521.9654

626.820.2688
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